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Chapter 1481: Cold voice actor: The old enemy is the top queen (Part 39) 

After getting in class late, Luo Qing Chen slightly knitted her brows. 

Because she…..didn’t see Mo Ran! 

After opening her textbook to hide herself, she sent a text to Mo Ran! 

(You skipped class? ——Luo Qing Chen) 

Mo Ran’s reply came very quickly, but Luo Qing Chen was even more worried when she saw it. 

(I’m at the voice acting club, there was an accident today and I’m helping out. ——Mo Ran) 

(Just you alone? ——Luo Qing Chen) 

(No, there’s still the president! Right, he mentioned that he wanted to invite us to lunch!) 

He Yu Yan wanted to invite her to lunch? This really seemed unpredictable! 

Luo Qing Chen didn’t reply. She wanted to call Mo Ran after class, but she never thought that she would 

come back after the third class. 

“I have some good news to tell you!” Mo Ran seemed very excited, looking like a ‘pie had fallen out of 

the sky’. 

“He Yu Yan wants you to participate in the school celebration performance on behalf of the voice acting 

club?” Luo Qing Chen made a small inference and directly said this. 

She narrowed her eyes to look at Mo Ran and from the change in her expressions, she knew that her 

guess was right. 

“Damn! Xiao Qing, you really are a god! How did you know!” 

“His condition is that he wants you to help him get me, right!” 

“This……” Mo Ran scratched her head and said, “The president spoke for a long time, but he just wanted 

to have a meal! I just…..” 

“You sold me for your own benefit!” Luo qing Chen pretended to be angry as she questioned her! 

“It isn’t like this……I……It isn’t…….” 

Mo Ran’s eyes turned red and she began to cry. She cried as she explained, “Sorry…..Let’s not go, 

alright!” 

After saying this, she broke out crying. 

All the eyes in the classroom fell onto Luo Qing Chen. 

Luo Qing Chen shook her head, indicating that this wasn’t her fault. 

But the classmates didn’t seem to believe it…… 



“Mo Ran!” Luo Qing Chen bit her lip and said, “I forgive you! But there’s something I have to ask. 

Mo Ran heard the word ‘forgive’ and she immediately broke out in a smile before saying, “Ask, ask.” 

“What role does He Yu Yan want you to play!?” 

“He didn’t say!” Mo Ran answered in a soft voice with a solemn look, “Actually, I just wanted to make 

myself satisfied while also taking revenge for you on him!” 

Luo QIng Chen was surprised. She suddenly remembered that she had told Mo Ran about her grudge 

with He Yu Yan online. 

It was no wonder Mo Ran was helping him. 

“Little girl, you haven’t learned how to voice act yet, but you’ve learned quite a bit about revenge.” 

“That’s right!” Mo Ran wiped her tears on her clothes, “I was so wronged! You thought of me like that!” 

“I’m joking, I’m joking!” 

“After all, I am on your side, I went over there to spy on him! Moreover, I have some understanding of a 

popular person on the internet, one called something cute fairy.” 

“Cute Little Fairy.” 

“Right, it’s her!” Mo Ran didn’t forget to roll her eyes, “It’s her ‘most beautiful voice actor’ picture from 

last year, it isn’t even a tenth of you, alright? You must not have posted your picture, right!” 

Luo Qing Chen nodded with a chuckle, knowing the purpose of Mo Ran’s words. 

“I want to let that whatever No Words see what a true beauty is!” Mo Ran pushed her hand and said, 

“But, he really is a bit interested in you.” 
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At a high end restaurant, Luo Qing Chen came to an appointment. 

He Yu Yan actually did look quite, although he couldn’t compare to Wen Yan Chen, he was still 

considered quite excellent. 

But his character was relatively poor. 

“I casually booked a restaurant, I don’t know if you would like it or not.” He quickly came forward and 

pulled back her chair like a gentleman. 

At the same time, he also helped Mo Ran. 

Luo Qing Chen couldn’t help thinking of what she read on the “Reincarnation Endowment” group chat 

last night. She heard that Fang Qian Meng’s broadcast last night was very deserted and then after she 

announced what happened between her and He Yu Yan, all the gossipers came to watch. 

Of course, Luo Qing Chen didn’t go and didn’t care about what happened. 



She just heard that He Yu Yan spent a lot of money on Fang Qian Meng at first, but then he played 

around and wasn’t willing anymore. 

Fang Qian Meng’s words needed to be considered, but He Yu Yan…… 

With her instinct, she felt that he should be…..someone that played around. 

“I ordered the main dishes, the side dishes are here, you can order what you want.” He Yu Yan gave 

them the menu and Mo Ran’s eyes popped out when she saw the prices on the menu. 

She looked over at Luo Qing Chen and Luo Qing Chen said, “Order what you want.” 

During this meal, He Yu Yan had really talked quite a bit. In order to show off his ability, he even talked 

about his affairs with King’s Landing. 

It would be fine if he didn’t say anything, but Luo Qing Chen’s rage came forth when he did mention it. 

Remember what happened when she came to this world, He Yu Yan had even covered her screen in that 

demanding tone. 

That tone compared to now was a completely different person! 

“I’m going to the washroom.” 

When He Yu Yan put down his jacket, his wallet accidentally fell out. Luo Qing Chen quickly kicked it with 

her left foot and sent it into the innermost corner. 

She wanted to use her ability to get this wallet, but now she didn’t have to waste that effort. 

“Xiao Qing, you…..” 

Of course, when she didn’t use her ability, the people beside her could see it no matter how quick she 

was. 

Luo Qing Chen made a ‘shh’ gesture and said, “You’re right, I also want to take revenge!” 

Question: How do you trample a man who loves to show off his money? 

Answer: Embarrass him in front of everyone and use ‘money’ to crush him. 

When He Yu Yan came back, Luo Qing Chen finished the last bite of her tiramisu and said with a faint 

smile, “I’m full!” 

“You’re full! Do you still want to get anything else, no need to be polite.” He Yu Yan acted like a rich 

man, with the words ‘I have money’ written on his face! 

“I’m also full!” Mo Ran said on the side. 

“Then let’s check out since you’re full!” He Yu Yan waved his hand and said like a boss, “Waiter, the bill!” 

A waitress wearing a black and white uniform quickly came over and gave him the small receipt, “Hello 

sir, it’s a total of one thousand and two hundred.” 



“You only ate this little!” He said this while digging in his chest, but he couldn’t seem to take out 

anything. 

Then his face looked a bit ugly. The expression of the waitress beside him looked a bit better as she 

raised her brow to say, “Sir, it can’t be that you didn’t bring your wallet, right!” 

If it was any other time, if there was a waitress that looked down on them like this, she would have 

slapped their face. 

But right now, she felt happy seeing this! 

Back in King’s Landing, when the previous host had been sincere, He Yu Yan also looked down on her like 

this! 
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“What nonsense are you saying!” He Yu Yan awkwardly said, “I should have lost it at school, I go get it 

now……” 

“No need.” Luo Qing Chen took out a black card from her bag and handed it to the waitress, “Swipe 

mine!” 

The waitress immediately went back to the respectful look and said with a smile, “Yes, young miss.” 

“I’m really, really sorry.” He Yu Yan looked at Luo Qing Chen with an awkward look, “Classmate Luo, give 

me your contact information, I’ll pay you back.” 

“No need, it’s just a small bit of money.” The previous host’s family background was good and a trivial 

‘one thousand and two hundred’ really was a small bit of money. 

[Even one hundred thousand is a small bit of money for the system!] 

Aiyo, the system had suddenly spoken which had actually scared her. 

“Young miss, the bill has been paid, here is the receipt.” 

“Un.” Luo Qing Chen took the receipt and was prepared to leave. 

He Yu Yan quickly called out, “I’ll send you back to school then!” 

“Ding ling.” 

When He Yu Yan’s voice fell, Luo Qing Chen’s cell phone rang. 

There were three words on the screen: Wen Yan Chen. 

“No need.” Luo Qing Chen waved the cell phone in her hand, “My boyfriend will come pick me up soon.” 

He Yu Yan could see the words Wen Yan Chen and a surprised look appeared in his eyes as he felt 

unhappy. 



“Hey, dear.” Luo Qing Chen turned around and when she picked up, there was a smile that was hard to 

hide. 

There was no need to think, Wen Yan Chen on the other side must be stunned. 

But he played along right away. 

“Un, wife, where are you?” 

?! 

[Ding, affection has increased by ten. Mission completion rate is now 90%.] 

The smile on her face froze at that moment. There was a feeling that she had dug a hole for others to 

jump in, but before they could even jump in, she had fallen in….. 

“I……” She cleared her throat and said, “I’m at the Romanti Hotel.” 

“I’m nearby, give me two minutes.” 

She had only said ‘my boyfriend is picking me up’ to get revenge on He Yu Yan. 

But why did it suddenly feel like her words had become a reality? 

He Yu Yan standing behind her was completely frozen before he glared at Mo Ran. 

Mo Ran spread her hand and said without any words, “I don’t know!” 

“Ran Ran, let’s go!” Luo Qing Chen turned to take her hand and she didn’t forget to look at He Yu Yan to 

add, “Thank you for lunch. Oh….No, that’s not right……” 

After saying this, she acted like she was thinking for a bit before correcting herself, “Thank you for 

picking the restaurant!” 

As soon as her voice fell, she could see that He Yu Yan’s face that was considered handsome had turned 

awkward. 

He wanted to smile, but he couldn’t do it. 

Standing at the door waiting for Wen Yan Chen, the atmosphere became very awkward. 

But the only one who was awkward was He Yu Yan. He wanted to leave first, but he felt that leaving first 

was just too rude. 

While struggling on what to do, Wen Yan Chen appeared. 

He immediately came forward to take Luo Qing Chen by the waist as his lips curled into a beautiful 

smile, “Why did you come so far for a meal?” 

Actually, she didn’t know that when he came out from the gate, he followed Luo Qing Chen when he 

saw her and her friend enter He Yu Yan’s car. 

He wasn’t familiar with He Yu Yan, but he had heard his voice at a party last year. 

If his guess wasn’t wrong, he should be King’s Landing’s No Words. 



It was because of this that he wasn’t assured in letting Luo Qing Chen meet him. 

Not to mention meeting in private! 
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Luo Qing Chen’s back turned stiff and her heart skipped a beat. Mo Ran standing behind her looked at 

Wen Yan Chen with an even more stunned look. 

After all, Wen Yan Chen was just too handsome at this moment! 

“I……like…..to eat.” 

A god was a god, once he started acting, not just his voice, even his eyes seemed like they could speak. 

“I’ll bring you here next time, it’s not safe going so far.” His voice was very low and it didn’t seem like 

acting, it was like he was really worried about his girlfriend. 

Without knowing why, she felt nervous. 

This feeling of being protected spread through her heart as she said with a sweet smile, “Alright!” 

There was a Lamborghini parked not far away, Wen Yan Chen walked over to it while holding her hand. 

He Yu Yan who was prepared to enter his car stopped and he narrowed his eyes as he looked at Wen 

Yan Chen. With a cold snort, he said to himself, “Father doesn’t believe that this Lambo is yours!” 

“Pa, pa, pa, pa.” 

As soon as his voice fell, he felt his face being slapped. 

Wen Yan Chen took out the key and pressed it before the lights of the Lambo lit up. 

He could clearly see the actions of He Yu Yan stopping to watch through the front view mirror. 

It was because of this that he had slowed down when he took out the key. 

He wanted to give He Yu Yan a bit of hope before shattering them. 

He suddenly felt like his actions were a bit black bellied. 

He Yu Yan gritted his teeth and angrily slammed his car door. The waitress from the restaurant came out 

with a wallet in her hand, “Sir, this should be the wallet that you lost!” 

The waitress’ tone was good, but He Yu Yan was filled with rage when he saw this wallet. 

“Damn, scram!” He took the wallet and angrily roared out. 

– 

On the way back, it was silent. 



After all, there was still an eight hundred watt lightbulb in the care. Even if Wen Yan Chen wanted to say 

something, he felt a bit weak. 

Putting on a bit of light music, she closed her eyes to take a nap. 

It was Wen Yan Chen who woke her up when the car stopped because Mo Ran was sleeping even 

heavier than her….. 

“Un…..That……” She awkwardly touched her ears and pursed her lips, “The lunch today really was…..” 

“If you want to say thanks, don’t say anything.” His lips curled into a faint smile as he looked into the 

rear view mirror. 

After confirming that this eight hundred watt lightbulb was still fast asleep, he looked at her and said, 

“After all, I enjoyed it.” 

Luo Qing Chen’s ears had been buzzing the entire afternoon. 

She didn’t hear a single word her teacher said, only Wen Yan Chen’s words rung in her ears! 

She felt like she was somehow being teased again…… 

When she was a bit troubled, Mo Ran kept talking in her ear the entire time! 

“Xiao Qing when did you get together with school hunk Wen!” 

“Xiao Qing, your development is just too quick!” 

“Xiao Qing, how on earth did you get school hunk Wen who is always freezing cold!” 

“Ah!” 

Mo Ran suddenly called out which scared her. 

“Xiao Qing, you, you, you……It can’t be that you…..” She pointed at her stomach as she said, “Have that, 

right!” 

“Have that your head!” Luo Qoing Chen said in a loud voice as she slapped her head, “I don’t even have 

a boyfriend, don’t you know that?!” 
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When she got home that night, she ordered some takeout sushi after taking a shower. 

The all cheese grilled series was appetizing just looking at it. 

“Di, di.” 

It came from the “Drunken Bliss” QQ group chat. 

[Vice president]Flourishing Song: I’m about to send the post! @Everyone 



[Makeup]Choosing the Past: Excited, excited! When will god Clear Dust give me an autographed photo! 

(≧▽≦)/ 

[VA]Tea Cooling in the End: You clearly said you only wanted a signature this time, why did you add a 

word! 

[VA]Half Warm Cup: There’s no signature and no photo. 

[President]Falling White Robe: Nian Nian, don’t you know that the god Clear Dust in your heart already 

belongs to Warm Cup? 

[Makeup]Choosing the Past: ??? I’ve been out of the office during the past few days, what did I miss? 

[VA]Tea Cooling in the End: You missed the 100 pumpkin carriage event on Grapefruit TV! 

Everyone was happily discussing this while Flourishing Song had already sent the post. 

Drunken Bliss V: Many thanks for everyone’s patience, Drunken Bliss’ blockbuster of this year 

“Reincarnation Endowment” is now available for everyone. Many thanks for @Thinking of Clear Dust for 

joining, letting Nian Yi finally find a suitable choice. Link: Reincarnation Endowment #SNG! 

There wasn’t much discussion the moment the post was sent. 

Only after an hour did people increase and after an hour and a half, it reached its peak. 

The hot search were filled with the names Half Warm Cup and Thinking of Clear Dust. 

The comments and likes exploded on this Weibo account! 

Big Sister Peach’s Spring: I’m still crying right now. God Warm Cup and God Clear Dust are clearly the 

strongest couple in the voice acting world! 9999 Likes. 

Not Caring About Wang Lun’s Love: Both of them wanted to die for the other, I think that I really need to 

read the “Reincarnation Endowment” source work. 9999 Likes. 

Once Upon a Time: The only “Reincarnation Endowment” in this world, the only Qi Jun and Nian Yi. 9999 

Likes. 

Tomorrow Will Be Better: Nian Yi, Nian Yu, Nian Yi, Nian Yi, I really love this Nian Yi. God Clear Dust’s 

voice really is good, it was just like the one that I’ve heard on YY. (I think that it’s better than her 

dominating voice!) 9999 Likes. 

-Yo Yo Yo: +1, this definitely gets a +1. 

Mint Cooling Heart: +2 

…… 

Redundant Explanation: God Warm Cup’s voice really is rare in this world, it’s like an absolute cold voice 

that looks down on this world. Just what does he look like? 7895 Likes. 

-Milk and Coffee: I want to see as well! 

-Years Past: I also want to see god Clear Dust! 



…… 

The reaction to “Reincarnation Endowment” was very good, it should be because these two really 

matched Nian Yi and Qi Jun. 

In the dead of night, after she finished listening to “Reincarnation Endowment” by herself, she felt very 

moved. 

Will there be a love story like Nian Yi and Qi Jun in this world? 

If it was before, she wouldn’t have believed it, but now…… 

At the same time, Fang Qian Meng who was sitting in front of the computer just gave a casual listen to 

“Reincarnation Endowment”. After hearing two sentences, she opened countless smurfs to attack 

Thinking of Clear Dust on the Drunken Bliss official account. 

But the attacks from loving fans easily drowned her in a sea of comments. 

She gritted her teeth unwillingly, picking up her phone to call her ex boyfriend Qian Bao Tong. 

“Aiyo, the famous streamer is calling me, how rare, how rare!” Qian Bao Tong’s voice didn’t sound good, 

but there was a self righteous tone to it. Compared to He Yu Yan, it was indeed much worse. 

Fang Qian Meng didn’t react right away. 

She cleared her throat and made her voice cute as she said to Qian Bao Tong, “I need your help.” 
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Fang Qian Meng’s tone was better than she thought. After all, she was asking someone for help, so she 

might be thrown away if she didn’t put down her arrogance. 

Qian Bao Tong was a rather complicated person. He was someone who mixed in society and he was 

someone who took orders. 

When Fang Qian Meng still wasn’t popular, she had become famous on the web with Qian Bao Tong’s 

help. 

That fake popularity gradually became real popularity. 

Therefore, when she thought of hot topics, she thought of him first. 

Facts proved that she didn’t find the wrong person. 

The next day at noon, she went right to the top searched items. 

Her name was on the top search with various topics: #Thinking of Clear Dust’s picture, #Thinking of Clear 

Dust being with many people, #Thinking of Clear Dust is thirty years old. 

When she opened it, it was a picture that completely went against society! Long purple hair, dark 

eyeshadow, wearing blue and purple clothes, as well as having a skull hanging off her chest. 



This picture scared her so much that she spat out the rice in her mouth. 

The Drunken Bliss official group was also exploding at the same time. 

[Vice president]Flourishing Song: Damn, damn! Who is this bold to slander our god Clear Dust! ╰_╯ 

[President]Falling White Robe: Wife, be more civilized. You’ve already swore three times! 

[Vice president]Flourishing Song: Isn’t it twice? 

[President]Falling White Robe: You said ‘damn’ twice! 

[Production]Butterfly Dance: As expected, there aren’t many popular people. Once “Reincarnation 

Endowment” came out, there were people who couldn’t sit still. 

[Vice president]Flourishing Song: It must be King’s Landing! I was already curious how those people 

weren’t embarrassed being compared to us! 

[VA]Cloud Falling Clear Sky: I feel that most of their fame came from god Clear Dust. now that god Clear 

Dust is in our Drunken Bliss, they naturally wouldn’t have a core….. 

[Makeup]Choosing the Past: They really are shameless! 

[VA]Thinking of Clear Dust: It shouldn’t be King’s Landing. I still understand Yue Yue’s personality a bit 

and even if they couldn’t compare, she wouldn’t do something like this. Competing with such despicable 

methods, if they were found out, they wouldn’t be able to stay in this business. 

[VA]Half Warm Cup: IP160.36.16*, that is where the initial post came from. I hacked into their 

computer, it came from C City. 

[President]Falling White Robe: Damn! Warm Cup, so you were a professional hacker! [Stunned] 

[VA]Thinking of Clear Dust: C City…..That is where Little Cute Fairy is from. 

When she was still in the King’s Landing group chat, she had seen a selfie that she had sent. There was a 

hundred and one floor tower behind her, which showed that she was from C City. 

[Makeup]Choosing the Past: The truth is revealed! This shameless person, I’ll go make a bunch of 

pictures and attach her name on them. 

[President]Falling White Robe: Actually, the best way to solve this problem is….. 

[Makeup]Choosing the Past: What? 

[VA]Cloud Falling Clear Sky: What?? 

[Production]Butterfly Dance: What?? 

[VA]Thinking of Clear Dust: It should be me sending a picture. 

[President]Falling White Robe: Smart! 



Luo QIng Chen hesitated a bit and still decided not to send it. If she sent the pictures now, there were 

pros and cons. Not to mention that the pictures Fang Qian Meng chose were too specific, people had 

eyes online, so they could see through these pictures themselves. 

[VA]Thinking of Clear Dust: I won’t send a picture now, I can explain it in my broadcast tonight. 

[Vice president]Flourishing Song: Why, why! I really want to see god Qing Chen! (＾Ｕ＾)ノ 

[VA]Thinking of Clear Dust: I’m the same as Warm Cup, I’ll die from the light…… 
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Not an update 

At half past seven on Friday, she entered room 10039 on Grapefruit TV. 

There were many fans already waiting and there were a few questions on the screen. 

Luo Qing Chen read over them and they didn’t seem to be hard questions. 

But it did prove something. Many people doubted the hot searches and didn’t believe the pictures. 

This was easier to handle. 

Clarifying and whitewashing were two different concepts, all she had to do was just some clarification. 

“Ke, ke.” She turned on the mic and said in her usual voice, “Hello everyone, I am Thinking of Clear 

Dust.” 

Qiu Qiu is Clear Dust’s Little Princess (Lv 9): Ah, ah, ah! Why do I feel like Nian Yi is talking to me, so 

excited. 

Peach Falling in Dreams (Lv 6): Me too, between god Clear Dust and Nian Yi, I like Nian Yi more. 

Not Caring About Wang Lun’s Love (Lv 10): I don’t want, I don’t want, I still love my god Clear Dust the 

most. ╮(o▽o“)╭ 

The Scent of Coffee (Lv 2): God Clear Dust, please explain the hot searches! 

Not Caring About Wang Lun’s Love (Lv 10): Aiyo, the person above, this is clearly jealousy from her 

peers, alright? 

White Jasmine (Lv 4): I also agree with this, those photos were too fake! 

The Scent of Coffee (Lv 2): But I feel that as long as god Clear Dust posts her pictures, it would defeat 

those rumours! 

“For The Scent of Coffee’s question, I will explain now.” Luo Qing Chen took a sip of tea before slowly 

saying, “The matter is clear, people who don’t believe will never believe, whether I send my picture or 

not, they can always make excuses. So I won’t send a picture, but I can tell everyone that the pictures on 

the web aren’t me. Everyone, please feel assured.” 



Qiu Qiu is Clear Dust’s Little Princess (Lv 9): Relax god, I’ve never believed those things! 

Not Caring About Wang Lun’s Love (Lv 10): Me too! Moreover, even if it was god Clear Dust, I would still 

love you!! 

“Not me, not me!” She gave a chuckle, “My school’s club is having an activity tomorrow, I have to log off 

a bit early today.” 

Yo Yo Yo (Lv 1): When I heard the word school, I knew that the rumour of you being thirty years old is 

fake! 

White Jasmine (Lv 4): God Clear Dust, don’t worry, my boyfriend is studying programming. I will have 

him hack the villain’s computer. 

“Ha, ha.” She replied while laughing, “Evil people will get what they deserve, there’s no need for 

hacking. Many thanks for everyone’s support for me and Drunken Bliss, I’ll sing a song for everyone!” 

The broadcast that was filled with words suddenly became much more quiet. Everyone gave her gifts 

and listened to her singing. 

(When I was a kid, I was too shy to look up.) 

(Under the starry skies, we met in the coming years.) 

(A pair of worn cloth shoes, but unwilling to fix them.) 

(Remembering holding your left hand, agreeing to meet next year.) 

(I stood where we made our appointment, waiting for you to take me as your bride.) 

(Two people pretending to be in love before, what will the future bring.) 

It was an ancient song and with her clear voice, it sang to the many people who loved her, it sang to the 

worlds that she had been through. 

Perhaps the story of Nian Yi and Qi Jun affected her. She felt that in a certain world, her story would be 

just as sad. 

When she logged off, she looked at her fame which was over ten million and she had over five hundred 

thousand viewers. 

Including a certain someone’s smurf! 
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Luo Qing Chen took a look at this smurf. It was only made today and it was called: Ugly Streamer Looks 

So Bad. 

She only had one person on her follow list and she was in her room from time to time. 

After being muted by the mod, she still didn’t leave. 



There was a feeling that this person was Fang Qian Meng, but it was just a sixth sense and wasn’t 

accurate. 

[It’s her!] 

The system gave her a confirmation. 

She suddenly found that the system had been more active recently. 

[Because the system really likes the male lead’s voice and really hates Fang Qian Meng.] 

This was her first time hearing the system using words like ‘like’ and ‘hate’. 

When she had been helpless and was bullied by the supporting female leads, she didn’t see the system 

say it hated the supporting female leads! 

[Because the system is voice controlled!] 

Oh! I understand! So you only have a voice and no body! 

[……] 

Luo Qing Chen, who wasn’t tired at all, talked with the system for a bit and then she felt tired. 

But a certain person wasn’t tired at all. 

Because she was also broadcasting today. She had less than two hundred people and there was no 

spam, just a few people who wanted to hang out in the rooms with the lowest number of viewers while 

doing some tasks. 

During the broadcast, no matter how cute she acted, she didn’t get any attention. Even if she said a few 

more words, there would be less people who stayed in the room. 

Until she angrily changed the name of her broadcast to: Feng Wu Special. 

Then she read the lines of Feng Wu, “If I become a Buddha, there will be no demons in this world. If I 

become a demon, what can Buddhas do to me? If I destroy the world, who can stop me? If the heavens 

have grievances, why bury them?” 

This time she removed the sounds that the web criticized her on and gritted her teeth as she viciously 

read it. 

Sure enough, the number of people in the room increased and her fame went up. 

But no one gave her a gift and almost all the comments on the screen were cursing her. 

Peanut and Red Date Are a Couple (Lv 8): Aiyo! It has been changed, are you qualified to be Feng Wu? 

Don’t Insult Feng Wu Thank You (Lv 9): Please read my name. 

Ice Lemon (Lv 1): You are all too much! Why are you insulting Meng Meng, Meng Meng is very good! 

You are all from a water army! (?。?) 

…… 



Fang Qian Meng saw the words attacking her and she sniffled her nose, “I feel very wronged. I was 

working hard for the role of Feng Wu, but the result wasn’t as everyone expected. Still, I worked very 

hard!” 

The Scholarly Invisible Man (Lv 3): A sparrow can work hard to break the shell, but it can’t become a 

phoenix. 

Farewell to the Spring Breeze (Lv 1): +1 to above. 

Little Princess (Lv 2) +2 to above. 

Fang Qian Meng angrily hit her keyboard when she saw this. 

As a result, she accidentally turned off her beauty filter. The person in the room was no longer a fair 

skinned girl who had big eyes and a sleek jaw. 

It was all makeup. One could see the heavy layer of foundation that was on her face through the cold 

screen, as well as the many layers of fake lashes. 

Fang Qian Meng quickly screamed when she saw herself on stream and quickly turned off the broadcast. 

But the netizens weren’t fools, a few seconds was enough for them to take screenshots. 

Sure enough, in less than ten minutes there a topic named #Female Broadcaster Before and After 

Filtering# that reached the top searches. 

Although there wasn’t much, it still attracted many people who came to gossip. 

  

Chapter 1489: Cold voice actor: The old enemy is the top queen (Part 47) 

This was a four frame picture. The first two were Fang Qian Meng with the filter and the following were 

her without the filter. 

One had to admit that this beauty filter was now like plastic surgery! 

Blue Clothed Student V: Seeing this comparison, it seems like my world is collapsing. 

Impression Jianghu: So ugly! @Cute Little Fairy. 

Not Caring About Wang Lun’s Love: I used to think that only her voice couldn’t match Feng Wu, but now 

I feel that she can’t even match Feng Wu…… 

Once Upon a Time: So ugly! How could Grapefruit TV sign a contract with this kind of person! 

…… 

When the four frame picture came out, Grapefruit TV sent Fang Qian Meng a notice of ending her 

contract. Because of her closing the beauty filter which hurt their broadcast platform, Grapefruit TV had 

the right to take away her account. 

In less than an hour, her broadcast income was taken away and all the income from the gifts were lost 

to her. 



There were five thousand and six hundred in her account, of which five thousand came from the 

pumpkin carriages that He Yu Yan sent. 

As for the other six hundred…… 

“Ah, ah!” She angrily screamed out and desperately grabbed at her hair before muttering, “Thinking of 

Clear Dust, Thinking of Clear Dust, I will definitely make you pay! Still acting as a university student, pei!” 

She called Qian Bao Tong again, but this time she didn’t use photos, she used videos! 

As for Luo Qing Chen, Fang Qian Meng already wasn’t her opponent. She could deal with her easily no 

matter what she did. 

The next morning, it wasn’t the alarm clock that woke Luo Qing Chen, but rather a voice that was gentle 

with a bit of a cold chill to it. 

“You meant that the school gave all clubs a chance to perform, so each club has two spots?” Sitting in 

Wen Yan Chen’s Lamborghini, Luo Qing Chen was a bit uneasy. 

It wasn’t because she had never ridden in such a good car before, but Wen Yan Chen never gave her the 

impression he was a rich second generation. 

“Un.” He replied with a nod, “I think that the instrument you wrote in your application was…..piano?” 

“Yes.” 

“What grade did you test at?” 

“I…..I didn’t take the test.” 

“……” 

She wasn’t lying, she hadn’t taken the test in this world before, but she had in other worlds! 

When they came to the club room, Chen Na saw Wen Yan Chen walk in and her sunny expression 

became her gritting her teeth! 

She was standing by Wen Yan Chen, but she couldn’t say a thing! 

“Ya Ya!” Su Zhi came up and said with a cute smile, “I was saying why you didn’t want to come with me, 

so you had a protector send you here!” 

Su Zhi politely looked at Wen Yan Chen and said with a smile, “School hunk Wen, I’ve long admired 

you!” 

“Un.” 

“Yan Chen.” The president Jian Yuan called out to him from not far away, “How about it, are you 

planning on playing solo and letting out that dazzling light of yours?” 

Wen Yan Chen looked at Luo Qing Chen beside him and asked, “Do you want to perform with me?” 

“Me?” Luo Qing Chen was stunned. 



Not only because the new members didn’t have a chance to perform, it was because they had never 

worked together before…… 

“But we have never……worked together before!” 

“Is miss Thinking of Clear Dust forgetting about “Reincarnation Endowment” this quickly?” He came over 

and softly whispered in her ear. 

She could feel many pairs of fiery gazes falling onto her face. 

  

Chapter 1490: Cold voice actor: The old enemy is the top queen (Part 48) 

In the end, they decided to use two traditional pianos instead of the traditional four hand playing. 

Although the expression of the older members looked like they had eaten shit. 

If school hunk Wen wanted to play with someone, who could say anything. 

Unless that person could guarantee that their popularity was higher than the school hunk’s! 

“Si Zhi is also here.” Luo Qing Chen looked at Wen Yan Chen, “She’s quite good at the violin. 

“Si!” Everyone in the club room took a cold breath. 

Who would dare to make this kind of ‘unreasonable’ request to school hunk Wen? She finally had a 

good chance and she ruined it. 

Chen Na crossed her hands and waited for the follow up. 

She wanted to see how embarrassed she was when school hunk Wen rejected her! 

Luo Qing Chen saw her appearance of ‘watching a play’ and she couldn’t help feeling that there was a pit 

in this person’s brain. 

Would she say this if she wasn’t confident about this? She had 90% affection in her hand, you think that 

this was just talk? 

“Un, alright.” Wen Yan Chen agreed without any hesitation before politely saying to Su Zhi, “Our club 

doesn’t have many people who play the violin, so the better violins are in the warehouse. Go and get 

one from there later.” 

“Ah?” Su Zhi’s word seemed to have a slight fluctuation to it. 

She was a rather open girl who was quite optimistic, she wouldn’t be nervous no matter what she did. 

But at this moment, she felt a ‘nervousness’ she had never felt before. 

“You can come find us in the piano room after you’re done choosing.” After saying this, he turned to Luo 

Qing Chen, “Let’s go.” 

Everyone here had a look of disbelief on their faces, especially Chen Na. Her eyes were about to pop 

out. 



That Wen Yan Chen who didn’t have kind words and never worked with anyone, he was actually trying 

to work with a new member of the club. 

Not only that, he allowed that new member to ‘bring people along’! 

Jian Yuan had his right hand on his waist as he looked thoughtfully at Wen Yan Chen’s back. He couldn’t 

help muttering, “Could it be that everyone’s personality changes after they fall in love!” 

“What nonsense are you saying!” Chen Na gritted her teeth and said in a very sharp voice, “School hunk 

Wen doesn’t have a girlfriend!” 

In the piano room. 

It had to be said that the university really gave good equipment to the clubs. Of course, this may also be 

sponsored by the members of the community or members of the club if they had the money. 

Luo Qing Chen couldn’t help thinking of Wen Yan Chen’s Lamborghini. 

Un, the vocal music club should be the later. 

“I’ll try the grand piano first.” 

“As you wish.” 

There were only the two of them in this room and there was an inexplicable feeling that filled the air. 

Her lips couldn’t help curling as she pressed the first note on the piano. 

A “City In the Sky” came from the black and white keys of the piano and the sad song made people think 

of the script from “Reincarnation Endowment”. 

The youth had his hands in his pocket as he leaned on the grand piano, closing his eyes as he enjoyed 

the music. 

When it ended he gave a soft applause and she revealed a smile. 

“Ding ling.” 

But that ringtone interrupted the beautiful atmosphere that filled the room. 

The caller was: Mo Ran. 

When she picked up, she heard her crying on the other side as she kept shouting, “Xiao Qing, ah Xiao 

Qing, Xiao Qing, ah Xiao Qing.” 

 


